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About This Game

Evolo.Evolution - an exciting strategy in real time with elements of the sandbox.
Go through several stages of evolution, from the usual rabbit, to the local ruler of these lands. Fight other sentient beings and

build your tribe.

Combine different creatures and objects in order to reach the apex of evolution.
Manage and capture the essence of other creatures and create your own unique tribe.

Evolo.Evolution is in alpha stage

We are in the alpha stage and you can expect the following content in the near future:
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-A lot of different quests
The gods in this game will not leave their being without unique tasks and will make them work

-New species of monsters and evolutions
Evolution does not stand still and over time, more and more new mutations

-New buildings
Development of creatures does not stand still, and they learned to build new buildings by combining new materials

-More deep transitions from one stage of evolution to another
The tribe? What kind of tribe can do without their campfire and dances around it

And many many others.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, do not be afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you will
be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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OurLastSpring
Publisher:
Metal Fox
Franchise:
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Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018
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I got this game on offer. When I clicked start the game frozed. However, I eventually got the game to work and found out that I
was playing a really fun rts game that evolled around evollving the rabbit to the next spieces.
But there is one more problem with the game the controlles are very confusing to get use to.. I can't figure out how to move.
from what i gathered from playing only a few minutes of this game, its just a quick way for the dev to make a little money. it
seems like it could be fun, if the controls weren't so bad and you knew what to actually do. don't buy it.. Have a little but not
enough money left over after a refund? Don't want a hentai puzzle game on your steam account?
-Buy this game!
-Play it ones!
-Never play it again!
And i still got \u00a30.08 left!
Worth it!. game does not want to start. Fun for a little bit but annoying more than anything. Everytime I kill an enemy it glitches
out and stays on the map for the rest of the game.. Nothing really special, but if you like wandering in a simple sandbox than go
for it. It`s not really "advanced" tho.
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DevLog news 0.3 Volume:

 Work, work, work

 Teleport stones are under construction.

 New creatures.

 New terrain: HELL.

P.s.Wait for the update after the September 5 release

. 0.4V Patch:
Features:
- Fixed a lot of order bugs;
- Added quests and rewards;
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- Some prepatch problems, like sprite position, unit names fixed;. DevLog news 0.2 Volume:
Ho-ho-ho
Small updates for big game
Changes:
-Updated pathways
-Item stats (For example: Sword gives attack, another item - hp)
-Bloody trees

. 0.4V Prepatch:
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Evolo.Evolution updated!
Whats changed:
- New graphics;
- Reworked game mechanics, so in future will be more content;

Quests, achievements and other updates will be in full version soon.
About any problems with the game please write in the subject of bugs.. 0.4V SOON:
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Next update soon!

-New graphic
-Fixed many game problems
-Achievements. DevLog news 0.1 Volume:
Work continues.
Added quest system and many new creatures/buildings/items.
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